
Where’s the Mulch?! 

Rich soil is black as night with grains of sand shimmering like stars, full of bits of this in a 
constant state of change.  This black life is the product of constant decomposition of all things 
organic through the actions of countless critters in the soil, big and small. 

Desertification, as it has been dubbed; is the evermore decreasing level of organic matter on 
the soil surface.  This new age climatic influencer has come about through the over manicuring 
of our landscapes…the nonstop removal of fallen debris. 

This organic matter covering the earth is all important, protecting it from drying winds and the 
heat of the sun.  It moderates fluctuations in soil temperature as well as allowing steady, even 
absorption of rain water into the soil, preventing erosion and runoff off.  Mostly it harbors life.  

Wood chippers, chainsaws, weed whackers lawn mowers, leaf blowers and tractors are 
wonderful pieces of engineering.  Great they are though they could be the biggest cause of 
climate change in our history.  In the past, folks were far too busy tending their land for 
production.  People didn’t have time to obsess over lawn aesthetics and tidy landscapes.  
Chemical war was not waged on dandelions and crabgrass.  Life was accepted for what it 
was…raw, wild and beautiful.  Our outdoors didn’t need to be as tidy as our homes.   

Those stumps and logs we chip, cut and grind are homes for a multitude of bugs and insects.   
Those overgrown grassy areas we spray, mow and whip are safe havens for critters and 
whichever insects are hatching at the moment.  Also while providing pollen, nectar and seeds 
for all.  And those piles of leaves shelter the soil, whilst providing winter homes for our queen 
bees and many other critters.  When we tidy the land to the utmost, we subdue life on the 
small scale.  New views of tolerance and acceptance towards other people should also be tuned 
to the natural world around us as well. 

A seasonal glimpse: 

Winter provides fallen branches, evergreen needles, last year’s softer growth flattened down 
and a period of rest to come back strong.  Spring brings bud sheaths, flower petals, pollen, fuzz 
and other reproductive matter to the forest floor.  Summer is a nonstop trickle of leaves, 
aborted fruit, limbs, animal droppings and other debris as plants cycle.  Fall brings it full circle 
with a smorgasbord of fruits, nuts and veggies for man, beast and soil alike, and finally a 
generous layer of leaves seals the earth for the cold of winter.  This constant supply of debris to 
the soil keeps the bio engine running all the while providing habitat to countless animals and 
insects.  Where’s the Beef!?   How about … Where’s the Mulch!?  This is natures’ MULCH!   

 



Most biological action happens in the top 6 inches of the soil. Through proper handling and the 
hoarding of organic debris we can get that figure more like 12 -18 inches of literal life.  
Traditional methods of plowing and tillage do more harm than good.  This kind of rough 
treatment wastes the good stuff by turning it deeper than can be utilized, and dilutes its 
strength by mixing with the inert subsoil. This turning also promotes oxidation of organic 
matter which makes it break down quicker than is ideal and the surface is bare once again.   

When a forest; or even a single tree is cut and the shade gone….the surface undergoes rapid 
transformation.  It bakes, dries and dies.  Then rain can’t soak into the ground like it should.  
Trees play a special role in cooling the surface of the earth, filtering the water, and holding up 
this spongy soil.  They also pull up water from deep underground to the surface where other 
plants can utilize it.  Trees hold the surface together through networks of little fibrous root hairs 
that make the ground springy beneath our feet.  If one observes a tree cut flush with the soil 
over the following years, the soil will literally sink several inches as all the small roots slowly die 
and give to the weight above and collapse.  There is nothing simple about just cutting down one 
tree, as there is a whole network of life residing under each.   

Nowhere does Mother Nature intentionally leave her soil bare.  Only deserts have this trait.  
Weeds spring up as quick protectors of the soil when we violate the skin of the earth.  Weeds 
are the protectors.  To us they are a nuisance, though they serve a definite purpose.  The trees, 
greens and all the critters in between hold true stewardship over this earth.  They deserve our 
respect. 

Fallen leaves should be our go to for a fall cover onto anything we want to protect through the 
winter and nourish during the next growing season.  Trees pull nutrients and minerals from the 
depths to make trillions of little solar panels every year, and drop them each fall for the wise 
soil manager to use.  This mulch is ten times more valuable than the mulch we use now, yet 
folks bag them up every fall to get rid of them, even sending them to the landfill, only to buy 
and haul in an inferior product next spring.  Instead just blow or better yet rake them onto your 
perennial beds…4 or even 8 inches thick is no problem.  Winter rains and snow load squish it all 
down, and the soil’s army of life will eat them up to make humus.  Things move quite slowly in 
the soil over winter.  Everything is sleepy, but not dead.  Not until soil temps return to the 50 
degree range in spring do the cogs of life really start turning again. 

 

Rains, especially winter and spring rains combined with snow melt, when the soil is seasonally 
less vegetated and protected, turn into little rivers and sweep the soil away that isn’t locked in 
by roots or covered with debris.  In a few seasons the adverse effects can be seen and the land 
can be outright crippled in a generation.  Flat land can persist much longer in a neglected state 



before losing all its valuable soil but it will happen all the same. The problem becomes more 
serious and accelerated with steeper slopes.   

Some of the most prosperous areas in history were along the Nile, Tigris and Euphrates river 
banks, all of which supported civilizations on and off for thousands of years.  These rivers of life 
originate from fertile lands that were vegetated and still wild.  These rivers carried minerals 
dissolved in the water along with organic humus, which made up the modest amounts of silt 
that enriched the soil wonderfully when applied seasonally.  These areas flourished, surviving 
conquerors and disasters because the soil stayed productive, hence the food resources were 
always there to rebuild.   

Problems arose when the land around the head waters became more and more populated, the 
forests there cut down and the grasslands grazed low.  This caused extreme soil erosion and 
tremendous amounts of silt to flood the rivers, making it more and more difficult to keep 
irrigation canals open, ultimately causing thousands of miles of irrigation canals to fill with silt.   
In particular the canals surrounding Babylon were heavily affected.   

Everyone would do well to research the mighty cedars of Lebanon.  How majestic these trees 
were, how they all fell, and how the land looked afterward.  This cycle has been repeated on 
most continents, by most civilizations since the dawn of mankind.  Mind you this was done with 
ancient methods over decades, even centuries.  Imagine the damage we are now capable of 
with large machines that can do that work 100 times faster.  

It would seem that humanity has rarely treated our land properly.  If a civilization did have 
harmony with the rhythms of nature…somehow it missed our study and imitation.  Too often, 
speed and profit trump quality and sustainability. 

 

What is fertility?   

Anything of plant, tree, or animal origin can go back to the soil.  What was once living can break 
back down to the small building blocks that form life…to be built up again in new forms.   

Folks toss away many forms of fertility daily…spoiled milk, applesauce, ketchup, lettuce, egg 
shells, banana peels and coffee grounds to name a few.  All the items in your fridge, freezer and 
pantry could go back to your soil.  Salts and vinegars are the only things to be careful with in 
this area.  They can kill plants short term.  Anything double super funky or sour can also cause 
problems short term.  There should be minimal waste coming from our home kitchens. 

On subject of waste, we must all take responsibility for what we produce, the good and bad.  
We as a society are fixated with more, more and more.  When is it enough?  Excess leads to 



excessive waste.  Our waste isn’t just material, we are responsible for our bodily waste as well.  
Our new normal should have a device similar to composting toilets for the future of mankind.  
It’s too valuable a fertilizer to just piss away.  Not to mention the use of drinkable water to 
move this waste is just silly, and the environmental implications of our current septic fields 
leaching out are profound.    

I will risk some raised brows here to validate the use meats and animals as a superior fertilizer.  
Road kill and animal remains are the most powerful natural fertilizers on this earth.  They are 
the apex of life, and therefore can give new life.  Buried under 4-6 inches of soil, these 
creatures find new purpose stimulating plants.  This may sound unorthodox, but it is far better 
and a more ethical fate than letting automobiles run them over again and again until they are 
reduced to pulp.  I have buried countless animals in my gardens with phenomenal results.  Their 
bodies truly have all the necessary elements and ingredients needed by plants, prepackaged.  
The plants with the animal presence in their roots will be taller, noticeably lusher, a deeper 
green, more robust, crop out quicker, fuller, and yield more…guaranteed.  Problems can arise 
from using large animals like deer and up in size, because they can heat up to a remarkable 
extent, and would cook plants above.  These animals must still be utilized though with a time of 
rest before planting.  Smaller animals like skunks, raccoons, opossums, turkeys, fox, beavers, 
squirrels, rabbits, fish and the like can be planted on or rather next to immediately.  

There seems to be an idea that having a carcass around will draw coyotes and bears from the 
swamp in the next town.  In reality though it takes quite little soil overtop to keep critters from 
digging them up.  If buried too deep they are not accessible to the roots of seasonal plants.  
Only trees and established shrubbery could reach them.  There may be fly larvae present.  Bury 
them anyway, they will continue their work in the dark and will literally boil their way out of the 
ground when they are ready.  This is instant fertility of the highest order.  This is the cycle of 
life!  Why not utilize it to our advantage.         

Yes there are potential concerns of disease and contamination of crops, so let us use or heads.  
Be careful handling dead animals more than a day past.  The more days past the more dangers 
they represent.  It’s likely a bad idea to consume root veg in the vicinity that year.  But how can 
this be any more dangerous to humans than spraying chemicals and poisons on the foods we 
directly eat?  I would much rather explore alternative sources of natural fertility. 

 

Nature holds the secrets of her laboratories close.  You must earn the right to know her inner 
workings through close observation, respect and wonder to God’s world.  Why try to isolate this 
or that piece when it is the whole picture that needs to be gazed upon. 



Plants need the right food just as we do to be big and strong.  Again, this food comes from 
naturally rich soil originating from decaying organic matter turned humus, full of nutrients and 
teaming with life. This is the true way to make rich healthy soil, feed healthy plants and 
ultimately healthy humans.  It is my belief that in wonderful rich soil; microbes, bacteria and 
plant roots interplay in processes nothing short of magic.  Transmutation of elements, through 
true alchemy is performed daily by small, humble entities.  One of my most amazing finds in the 
soil was a large grub.  A plant had assimilated him, the root went in its mouth and out the rear, 
and the grub turned woody and they became one.  Sadly I broke it apart as I examined it not 
knowing what it truly was.  Nature can sometimes skip steps that we can’t wrap our heads 
around. 

There is no more serious point in this writing than protecting our topsoil.  It holds life, it is life, 
and is easy to loose in the blink of an eye.  No soil life can persist where roadways, parking lots, 
buildings, garages, and homes occupy.  Think carefully on your own ambitions and consider the 
weight of life we take for the sake of more parking, or more storage for stuff we don’t even 
need, or to simple tidy a wild area that’s better off as it is.  This soil must be managed as if it’s 
our last chance.  For one day it will be.   

Modern man is infinitely clever is his ways of manipulating nature.  But for all of our wisdom we 
have not the knowledge that forms life itself…nor should we, until we can mature as a species.  
There is more to soil life than can currently be described by our scientists.  The moment we lose 
the “awe” as to how a tiny acorn can produce a monumental oak tree….or a little caterpillar can 
turn in to a beautiful butterfly; we have truly lost our sense of belonging.  Let not our new 
science numb our respect for this world….or our true place in it. 

Firstly, we are shepherds, keepers of the soil! 


